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Are you struggling to learn how to cook? Do you want to throw a party without exceeding your budget? Do you need a bank of tried and tested recipes you can refer to anytime? Have you ever wished to share your own recipes with people? If your answered ‘yes’ to any of the above questions, you’ve found your the world’s favorite food site.

Super Chef offers online cooking classes, and healthy, creative recipes, from Egypt, Spain, and Saudi Arabia. You can access hundreds of unique online cooking classes and exclusive recipes created just for you. Your classmates are from various countries around the world. If you can't register for ongoing classes, you can watch videos from our archives. Participate in the cooking forums to discuss everything about food, cooking and your own creations.

Super Chef is brought to you by three creative ladies from different countries, who came up with this awesome idea in their English class at British Council. In 2013, the website went live. Since then, it has become one of the most popular cooking websites in the world.

What are you waiting for? Sign up, fill your profile, and tell us what cuisines you like. You can then take online classes and vote for suitable class timings, or you can search for recipes by categories.

Eventually, our vision is to provide you unique cooking classes with new recipes and give you a great opportunity to learn how to cook and make every meal a finger-licking success.